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This study investigates the impact of social media on traditional media in Tanzania, particularly, Tanzania Standard Newspapers (TSN) and Mwananchi Communication Limited (MCL). This study has four specific objectives: Firstly, to observe how TSN and MCL incorporate social media with traditional media; secondly, to scrutinize the strategy used by TSN and MCL to merge social media into traditional media production; thirdly, to investigate the impact of social media on TSN and MCL traditional media production; and lastly but not a least, to examine readers’ perception on the impact of social media on traditional media in TSN and MCL.
This research employs descriptive research design by using both qualitative and quantitative methods to collect and analyse data. The study draw on self- administered questionnaires to obtain information from 250 respondents thus includes readers of TSN news outlets namely, Daily News, Habari Leo and Spoti leo, and readers of MCL news outlets particularly, the Citizen, Mwananchi and Mwanaspoti. The study also employs purposively and simple randomly sampling to interview and investigate key informants from TSN and MCL. The researcher also used observation method to collect and analyze data about the impact of social media on traditional media in Tanzania. The findings of this study revealed that both TSN and MCL have incorporated social media with traditional media by introducing electronic media outlets such as YouTube, Facebook, Instagram and WhatsApp and website for electronic newspapers known as e-papers or m-papers. 
Both TSN and MCL use various strategies to ensure sustainability of traditional newspapers in the stiff competition brought by digital technology in the media market. The strategy includes introducing online media to support the newspapers, using breaking news as tips of stories for traditional newspapers and developing it in detail in order to influence readers to buy and read full incidences in the hardcopy of newspapers. This also makes traditional newspaper more reliable by sticking to the media ethics. The findings shows that social media has positive impact on traditional media because it is very interactive and easy to get customers’ feedback about products and services of traditional media.  
The findings indicate that social media opened a media platform for the audience to discuss various issues and provide feedback to the sender, which enhanced traditional media. That social media has created Netizen and blogosphere instead of public sphere, which are normally used to discuss public issues in the traditional media. The findings also shows that social media has negative impact on traditional media; it affects media market business due to the decrease of newspaper speculation and advertisement space. The findings shows that newspaper readers had shifted from analogue to a digital society as all of 250 respondents said they were using smart phones to read news every day. The findings revealed that 60% of respondents agreed that social media enabled them to get news, even if they did not have money to buy newspapers. 
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This chapter introduces the study about the impact of social media on traditional mass media in Tanzania, particularly in Tanzania Standards Newspapers Limited (TSN), the oldest media in Tanzania and Mwananchi Communication Limited (MCL), a private and modern Media house in Tanzania.  The chapter includes the background of the study, statement of the problem, research justification, objective of the study, research questions, significance of the study, limitations as well as definition of terms. 
1.2 Background of the Problem
All over the world, the social media and online news have become an inherent part of modern society. The presence of new media and social media in particular, has posed a challenge to the printed newspaper (NlacManus, 2008).Readership habits seem to be changing as users turn to the Internet for free news and information. The alternate source of news and information is not only free but also acts fast. The ‘instant’ feature of the social media and the online news was one of the smart options for the consumers to accept it globally. Moreover, the ample amount of information and news provided by the Internet which is updated every few minutes is never expected to be enjoyed by the newspaper that is received only once in a day (Ndaku,2015). One can get back to the same news or any piece of information without any struggle of storing the stack of newspapers on a rack which sounds very much tiring. Alternatively, the Internet could be used at anytime and anywhere without taking too long to search for a piece of information. Over a decade now, almost 90% of Daily Newspapers in US have been actively using online technologies to search for articles and most of them also create their own news websites to reach new markets (Gleason, 2010).

Furthermore, by mid of 2017 TCRA figured that 40% of Tanzanians which is the same to 57 million population had internet access due to increases of smart phones access. Therefore due to availability and skills of accessing internet (social media) circulations of tradition media lowered in the street and thus affect the use of hard copy news papers (TCRA, 2017).

1.2.1 New Media and its Revolution
The print media which was always a one-way mass communication has given way for the new media to flourish which allows people to act as both the transmitters as well as the producers. The New Media in this study refers to online news social media like Facebook and Twitter. The new media seems to be giving solutions for every need possible. Right from the humble beginning to the present, the New Media has been mostly preferred for the flexible features it provides (Papoola, 2014). 
The New Media is essentially an amalgamation of most media forms existing anywhere in the world today. It is a roaring example for the democratisation of publishing as well as distribution. A virtue of the New Media is in its ‘archives’ content, that can be instantly accessed by the information needy, hence giving the seeker a sense of security. Though it is old information that the seeker avails, it gives a sense to every user that the media is of his/her own time, thus asynchronous nature vanishes. The New Media is highly interactive and has the potential to be a good mediator between the governors and the governed (Chan, 2008, Cha, Benevenuto, Haddadi, & Gummadi, (2012). There are numerous instances of it being a help to better local self-governance. Nevertheless, there are limitations like the espionage, wiki-leaks, etc. But traditional newspapers also favour political biases (paid news) and its credibility is becoming low day by day, while the trust of information on the New Media is on the rise. Even government websites are on and rising (Ravi, 2011). According to Baer, & Amber (2011) Social media, 24/7 news, and a globally interconnected world have banded together like a hyperactive street gang to reduce our decision-making cycle to the point where it often wholly evaporates.

There has been tremendous increase in the number of Internet users since 1995, the so-called “Year of Internet”. Affordable personal computers, unlimited access and the high speed Internet connection combined with a strong economy in the late 1990s and early 2000s powered the Internet to phenomenal growth in the United States. The time people spent reading online news has more than doubled between 1998 and 2006 (Jankowski & Van Selm (2000). In exploring the distinctions and complementarities between the New Media and mainstream mass media, the mass media is typically highly centralised, require significant investment and resources and can be heavily influenced by governments through various mechanisms and forms of control whereas the New Media decentralised, require very low investment, provides greater interactivity and public participation and is much more difficult to control (Banerjee, 2008). The parameters of freedom and space found in the mainstream media are directly or indirectly prescribed by the government. People are now free and have the opportunity to create their own news as well as to get the other side of the story by getting news from the Internet which is seen as free from control (Rosenstiel, 2005). Sethii  & Shivakumar, (2019) said anyone, anyone with a cell phone can be a videographer and anyone on Facebook, Twitter or a thousand other platforms can be a news editor, or at least a curator.

1.2.2 Traditional Media
The print media paradigm flourished in the pre-internet era where instant access to news, using Smartphone’s and online news aggregators, was not within the reach of the common person. The dynamics of information access has significantly changed over the years, with the number of Smartphone users in India alone exceeding 20 million. Trying to deliver news to the current generation of tech-savvy Indian population seems to be redundant as the press involves a lot of steps and is passive in comparison to New Media which is instant and interactive. As per the statistics by Capstone Report in the year 2011, the print circulation has been declining over the past few years. 

The breadth of information available online and the opportunity to personalise news consumption according to individual interests, coupled with being able to get news updates several times a day pushed audiences online for their news. Furthermore, social media allows users to provide feedback, which in turn is used to enrich the user’ experience. Newspapers do deserve some credit as they do a better job in covering local interest stories, which are often neglected by the politically and nationally minded online publications. If one can get past the main section of the Star without having a seizure, one would like to read its Metro section which keeps one informed on the little things going on in the neighbourhood, city and state (Yap, 2009). The online media sources often keep going using revenues from advertisements and sponsored news articles. This lucrative business model that has proven to be more profitable than the print-based counterpart has started to affect the scale at which print media gets adopted. The main aim of this research is to investigate the effects of the social media and other online news sources on traditional print media. This research also studies the impact of print media and New Media on the population. 

1.2.3 Social Media and its Effects on the Delivery of News
The social media is today’s most transparent, engaging and interactive form of public relations. It combines the true grit of real time content with the beauty of authentic peer-to-peer communication. Although, providing a detailed perspective on social media use among university students and underscoring that such use can produce both positive and negative consequences, according to a Nielsen Media Research Study, in June 2010, almost 25% of students’ time on the Internet is now spent on social networking websites (Jacobsen & Forste, 2011). 
The young people are more sensitive to information posted on social media, with the impact on them being twice as high as the impact on older people. Facebook alone reports that it now has 500 million active users, 50% of whom log on every day. This could be a logical consequence of the fact that young people have embraced social media more (Oyero, 2013). It is therefore expected that information posted on social media will become increasingly important to consumers in future. This shift means that organisations will feel the need to invest more and more in the New Media in the near future but the open book, Facebook once had outraged supporters demanding for the freedom of speech and expression when a girl was kept behind the bars (Zhou, Bandari, Kong,Qian, Roychowdhury (2010).

Globally, social media platforms (such as WhatsApp) are among the most popular media services in accessing public information. The use of WhatsApp as a social medium has become widely recognised by people of all ages and geographical locations (Benton, 2014). People rely on the Internet as a source of information, and as a way of getting fast information (Jain et al., 2013). Unlike analogue technology, digital media sounds are converted (encoded) into electronic signals (represented as varied combinations of binary numbers - ones and zeros) that are then reassembled (decoded) as a precise reproduction of, say, a TV picture, a magazine article, a song, or a telephone voice. On the Internet, various images, texts, and sounds are all digitally reproduced and transmitted globally. Traditional news media today are facing new challenges, new competitors, new demands, and, new expectations and opportunities due to the advancement in information gathering, processing and dissemination technologies. Print media houses in Tanzania, which are major players in the Tanzanian mass media industry, are also facing the same challenges. 
Mass media technologies shape the way the society uses them to meet its communication needs (Albaran, 2009; Baran & Davis, 2006; MacQuail, 2005). At the same time, the way the society uses these media also shapes their adoption and their use. Mass media technologies have a long history and have been evolving over time with each new media threatening to phase out the previous one (DeFleur & Dennis, 2002; MacQuail, 2005; Tan, 1984).

1.2.4 Tanzania Print Media History

The first newspaper, Msimulizi (the Storyteller), was published in 1888 by Anglican Universities’ Mission to Central Africa (UMCA), an early missionary to East Africa (Stummer, 1998. Between 1888 and 1898, UMCA published dozens of newspapers including four which were mainly produced by African teachers employed with the missionary society. Until 1898, the entire newspaper market was in the hands of UMCA (Stummer, 1998).

The German colonial government, which had been involved in the rule of Tanganyika since the 1880s, was not satisfied with the UMCA newspapers because their purpose was to serve the goals of the missionaries by spreading religion. In 1899, the Government of Germany started the weekly Deutsch-Ostafrikanische Zeitung (German-East-African Newspaper) (Prakke et al., 1970).  The paper was a mouthpiece for German planters and farmers. Although dozens of newspapers using vernacular language were established, there was no freedom of expression among Africans; rather, the papers only praised the German colonial government (Stummer, 1998). The British colonial rule in Tanganyika, which lasted for 53 years, established the Tanganyika Territory Gazette, in 1919. 

The Gazette became an important tool in the administrative reorganisation of the country by publishing political and legal announcements. During British Colonial rule, as in the German era, a number of ethnic newspapers were established to serve colonial government interests. Most tribal newspapers carried messages to lure people away from independence struggles against colonial authority and there was little free expression under German and British colonial rule (Sturmer, 1998; O’Neil, 1998).

1.2.5 Tanzania Standard Newspapers Limited (TSN)
Tanzania Standard (Newspapers) Limited (TSN) is a limited liability company owned by the Government of the United Republic of Tanzania. The company publishes Tanzania’s leading newspapers – Daily News, Sunday News, Habarileo, Habarileo Jumapili, SpotiLeo, and online editions of these newspapers. It owns modern printing and pre-press facilities and has an elaborate products distribution network. Tanganyika Standard Limited was formed in 1930 under the ownership of the East Africa Consolidated Holdings. The company was later sold to Lonrho of London, England. In 1961, Lonrho reorganised the company into Tanganyika Standard (Newspapers) Limited (TSN) and Printpack Tanganyika Limited (PTL). The newspapers were serving the interests of foreigners until 1971 when the company was nationalised to be owned by the government (Sturmer, 1998).

TSN is a business-oriented and independent company which is self-sustaining and which does not depend on government subsidy to run its operations. Instead, TSN gives dividend to the government through the Treasury Registrar (TR). After independence, Tanzania, like other African countries, opted for political centralism. The new government assumed absolute powers and impunity, and designed policies aimed at promoting nationalism in the new nation (Eribo & Jong-Ebot, 1997). As a result, Tanzania’s communication system, including media, was characterised by an authoritarian mode of governance, which continued to use a top down mode of communication under a single political party (Blankson & Murphy, 2007). The strategy of Tanzania to use the media to foster national development was initiated in the early 1970s by the first president of Tanzania, the late Mwl. Julius  Kambarage Nyerere, at national and international levels. Few years after Tanganyika’s independence, Nyerere nationalised the main English newspaper, The Standard (Sturmer, 1998).He decided to do this because he realised that it would be difficult to depend on foreign private media to promote national development. He also realised that the creation and dissemination of knowledge were key factors in the development process where the media was instrumental as a means of storing and sharing knowledge. He nationalised the newspaper in order to make it free, and empowered the editor to make decisions on national development messaging. 

His statement, known as the “President's Charter,” was used as the first national media policy. The policy generally aimed at guiding the country's media in supporting socialistic policies, and the country's effort in building socialism and self-reliance (Sturmer, 1998; O’Neil, 1998). 

 In 1970, Nyerere said, “today, Tanzania's new Standard' is born. The government has taken the newspaper into public hands and appointed its own editor. In the future there can be no suspicion that this English language newspaper is serving the interests of foreign private owners” (The Standard, No. 12.211, 5 February 1970, p.1).
1.2.6 Mwananchi Communication Limited
Mwananchi Communication Limited, engages in the print media and radio, and is the publisher of Tanzania's leading Swahili newspaper, Mwananchi, Mwananchi, and Mwanaspoti (​https:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​w​/​index.php?title=Mwanaspoti&action=edit&redlink=1" \o "Mwanaspoti (page does not exist)​) and English Newspapers, which are The Citizen and Sunday Citizen (​https:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Sunday_Citizen" \o "Sunday Citizen​).
The history of Mwananchi Communications Limited can be traced back to 1999 when Hon. Ferdinand Ruhinda started a communications company known as Media Communications Ltd., which saw the need to introduce a daily Swahili paper (Mwananchi (​https:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​w​/​index.php?title=Mwananchi&action=edit&redlink=1" \o "Mwananchi (page does not exist)​)) registered on April 20, 2000. On May 27, 2000, the first copy of Mwananchi was launched. It was a 12-page newspaper retailing at Shs. 150/=. The market at the time was not as fragmented as it is now, as there were only three mainstream daily Swahili newspapers in the market as opposed to the eight mainstream daily Swahili papers today. This paper has since enjoyed continuous improvement in format and presentation that has seen its leadership position in the market sustained.
Shortly after the launch of Mwananchi, a biweekly sports newspaper Mwanaspoti (​https:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​w​/​index.php?title=Mwanaspoti&action=edit&redlink=1" \o "Mwanaspoti (page does not exist)​) was launched on February 12, 2001. It was a 12-page sports paper retailing at only Shs. 100/=. This paper has also gone through tremendous improvement for content and format to ensure that the ever changing needs of its readers are met. After two and half years of successful operations of the two products, in April 2001, the role of publishing was handed over from Media Communications to a newly registered publishing company, Mwananchi Communications Ltd. In December 2002, Nation Media Group, of Kenya (​https:​/​​/​en.wikipedia.org​/​wiki​/​Kenya" \o "Kenya​), purchased controlling interests in the company and this has since helped to ingrain the company with world class values in editorial management including standardising the group's editorial policies. Having registered The Citizen with Tanzania Information Services (Maelezo) on March 2, 2001, the paper was only fully launched and published on September 16, 2004, to become the 5th English Daily Newspaper in the market. The company’s publications were printed by contract until 2005, when it acquired a second hand printing press from Australia.

1.3 Statement of Research Problem
In the 21st century news media professionals are facing a myriad of challenges. They are not only expected to adhere to the traditional journalistic standards of accuracy and fairness but also deal with the rapidly advancing technology and a more sceptical public that wants many things done, ethically and with fast speed. The impact of social media on traditional mass media touches on technologies of mass communication and the people who utilise them. Mass communication technologies change in various ways. 
Social media, which also known as the ‘New Media’, have become an integral part of modern society. The presence of such New Media, social media in particular, has threatened the existence of printed newspapers. Despite the adoption of new technologies in Tanzania, only a few studies have investigated how Tanzania’s print media is affected by social media. This study was therefore contributes to this body of work, by investigating the impact of social media on traditional print media in Tanzania, particularly, Tanzania Standard Newspapers Limited and Mwananchi Communication Limited. 

1.3 Specific Objectives.
The primary objective of this study was to investigate the impact of social media on traditional media in Tanzania. The specific objectives were:
i)	To examine how TSN and MCL incorporate social media into traditional media.
i)	To examine the strategy used by TSN and MCL to merge social media into traditional media production.
i)	To explore the impact of social media on TSN and MCL traditional media production. 
i)	To investigate readers’ perception on the impact of social media on traditional media in TSN and MCL.
1.4	Research Questions
i)	How TSN and MCL incorporate social media into traditional media?
i)	What are the strategies used by TSN and MCL to merge social media into traditional media production?
i)	What is the impact of social media on TSN and MCL traditional media production? 
i)	What are readers’ perception on the impact of social media on traditional media in TSN and MCL?
1.5 Significance of the Study.
The findings of this study might help media owners to appreciate the impact of social media on traditional media and make the necessary efforts employ social media traditional media in Tanzania. The findings of this study might contribute significantly in media studies.  Furthermore, the data generated could be used by other researchers as a resource for further study on related topics. The study also provides information to stakeholders, particularly media practitioners, about effects of new media on traditional media.
1.6 Scope of the Study.
The research involved Tanzania Standard Newspapers Limited and Mwananchi Communication Limited, which are based in Dar es Salaam. This study assessed the impact of New Media (social Media) on traditional media focusing on sports newspapers and mainstream newspapers produced by both media houses. The research assessed 10 years (2008 up to 2018) of development of social media and its impact on traditional media.
 
1.7 Organization of the Study





This chapter reviews social media concepts and genres, mass media, traditional mass media and their functions, computer-mediated communications, the impact of social media on traditional media functions, and empirical studies and theory applied in the study.

2.2 Historical Background of Mass Media Technologies
Modern mass media can be traced from the printed book. Mass communication experts like DeFleur and Dennis (2002) and MacQuail (2005), contend that the development of print technology, which was enhanced by the introduction of paper by the Chinese and the invention of the movable type of printing press by a German goldsmith named Johannes Gutenberg in the 15th Century, transformed mass communication process. Today, social media technologies have brought another transformation in the media industry.
Manufacture of paper and the invention of the movable printing press, is said to have “facilitated the production of books at a mass scale” (DeFleur & Dennis 2002:42). This expanded authorship in addition to book publishing and book trade industry in general. Various careers emerged such as publishing, authorship, editing, designing, printing and book binding that incorporated the common man.
More knowledge was accessed through the printed books that reportedly facilitated the establishment of schools, colleges and universities, which provided a ready market for the printed books. In addition, disciplines like Science and Philosophy were added to the existing content in Religion, Genealogy and Literature as the education sector expanded (DeFleur & Dennis 2002). Increase in book production also led to the establishment of libraries as knowledge repositories, giving rise to librarianship and its related fields in information management. This study sought to find out the specific changes that social media has brought to the Royal Media Services.

This technological growth then restructured people’s social and economic life with the climax being industrial revolution that les to urbanisation, among other changes. This shift brought some imbalance in power between the citizens on one hand and the government and religious groups on the other hand as seen in the way authorities of the church and state in countries like German, England and France, where print technology was highly adopted soon after its invention, were allegedly alarmed by this technological development that facilitated circulation of content to many people (MacQuail, 2005).

MacQuail argues that this book evolvement, gradually led to changes in content and flow of power and also the spread of deviant ideas that caused great fears to the authorities of the church and the state. Consequently, these authorities reacted by controlling circulation of public communication. This is seen as a starting point for the struggle for freedom of expression in the mass media that continues to date, and a brainchild to the censorship laws together with copyright laws (Mac Quail, 2005).
Social media has equally brought about some fears not just to the mass media industry, but also to the society as a whole. The free exchange of ideas at mass scale between users of the social media tools seems to be threatening the traditional media business model. It is worth noting that traditional media and the governments have been controlling public communication for a long time. This researcher is concerned with how Royal Media Services professionals feel towards the impact of social media on their business.

Apart from books, printing technology facilitated the emergence of other types of paper-based forms of written communication like the newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, reports and posters. Among these paper-based publications, the newspaper allegedly had the greatest impact as a mass medium (DeFleur & Dennis 2002). The forerunner of the modern newspapers, as described by Mathilda (2004:6) were “sheets of papers, sent quickly to distant places, describing important events (news) and sometimes passing on rumours and propaganda”. Printing and publishing of these events on sheets of paper can be considered “early journalism” (DeFleur & Dennis 2002; Mathilda, 2004; MacQuail, 2005).

By 1800s, during the industrial revolution (age of machines), the newspaper is purported to have become “a technologically sophisticated and complex mass media” (that) “had no competition from other media” (DeFleur & Dennis, 2002:67). The newspaper is said to have started as a watchdog of public interest with its golden ages being the years after the First World War. Evolution of print technology increased the ability of journalists to gather, transmit, print and distribute news as supported by DeFleur and Dennis (2002). Introduction of the steam powered rotary press is said to have also boosted the production of news. 

The press was faster and could do tasks like cutting and folding simultaneously, in addition to printing. Telegraph was also credited for the improved newspaper publishing as it increased the speed at which news reached the editor’s desks (MacQuail, 2005). Similarly, the evolution of Internet technology increased the journalists’ ability to do their business better. Newspaper readership by then was high since people who worked in factories in urban towns away from their families and relatives used newspapers as a source of news about what was happening in the rural areas. The same reason motivated those in the village to read the newspaper though at a minimal level due to high rate of illiteracy.

Today, newspaper readership is going down especially among the youth (Mathilda, 2004; Stein, Patemo & Burnett 2006). Lack of appropriate infrastructure in the rural areas like electricity, fibre optic cables and other technologies and skills, may equally affect social media use. As a result social media may be highly used in the urban areas more than the rural areas.

For decades, print technology monopolised media landscape before other new media technologies emerged such as the radio, projected film, television and currently the Internet which is a major engine of social media. It is crucial to note by now that what started as a technological innovation (printing) impacted on various social aspects like development in education, libraries and formulation of new laws. It is important to note too that the age of literacy was based on social practices in the tribal age. The newspapers flourished well before motion pictures and other media joined the mass media landscape.

2.3 Media Convergence.
Convergence is an ambiguous term used by various disciplines to describe and analyse processes of change toward uniformity or union. Its application in the communications sector, often referred to as media convergence, also encompasses valuable approaches and insights to describe, characterise and understand the digital creative economy. A certain amount of fuzziness combined with the broad, multipurpose-character of convergence leads both to a general and a wide range of very specific understandings of the convergent communications sector. This sector substantially overlaps with the digital creative economy, which is also characterised by a degree of vagueness. Common sub-sectors and subjects between communications and digital creative industries such as broadcasting, publishing, advertising, music, film and games are even growing because of convergence. Beyond that, the consequences of media convergence are also discussed for other parts of creative industries, such as museums, libraries and design in particular. New digital media technology and services are considered as central drivers of creative industries. Altogether, this makes studies of media convergence, both its approaches and results, highly relevant for the understanding of the digital creative economy (Li & Sakamoto, 2014).
It follows that convergence is taking place at different levels. The numerous terms, definitions and classifications used in the literature can be summarised in four categories: technological, economic, political and socio-cultural convergence. Because of overlaps with the communications sub-sectors and structural similarities, all of these are instructive for the understanding of the digital creative economy as well. These levels are discussed in the sections that follow.

2.4.1 Technological Convergence
Technological convergence is playing a leading role. It stands for a universal digital code across telecommunications and electronic mass media, for common protocols (IP), which are used for different technological (hybrid) platforms/networks (fixed-wire and mobile) and lead to service-integrating devices, such as TV-capable smart phones. These changes are also referred to as network convergence and terminal convergence (Storsul & Fagerjord, 2008). Digitisation is one important part of the convergence phenomenon, one of its enabling factors, characteristics and driving forces. Despite its importance, it would be inappropriate and misleading to reduce convergence to technological convergence alone, as often done. Above and beyond this, it should not be combined with naive expectations of an all-embracing uniform medium, of future households with only one network or one terminal per person for all communications purposes. To the contrary, convergence creates better technical and economic conditions for a plurality of integrated networks, services and terminals (Gitelman, & Pingree, 2003).
Technologically, it creates a digital modular construction system (Latzer, 1997), which offers great flexibility for innovatively assembled services; and economically, it lowers the cost compared to analogue, electromechanical technology. Convergence leads to increased flexibility on the supply side, and hence to increased product variety as the previously rigid combination of technology and content is dissolved. 

2.5 Empirical Review
According to Gillin, 2008) with the rise of social media tools, the process of sharing public information is being transformed. As social media include the internet and mobile-based technologies, people share public information about what they find interesting
2.5.1 The Social Media and its Effects on Traditional Media
The mainstream media, those media organizations that are well-known and established, have changed greatly since 2000. Staff size has been cut and many media organizations have contracted their services or merged with other organizations. The Pew Research Center’s 2013 (​https:​/​​/​learning.oreilly.com​/​library​/​view​/​Disaster+Communications+in+a+Changing+Media+World,+2nd+Edition​/​9780124078680​/​xhtml​/​CHP003.html" \l "BIB19​) “State of the News Media” report shows that newsroom employment is down 30 percent since 2000 and has dropped below 40,000 people for the first time since 1978. Estimates are that it will fall to 30,000 before leveling off (Pew, 2013, Mitchell & Page, 2014).
The staff of the newsroom has shrunk at the same time journalists are being asked to generate more content for a variety of old and new media platforms television, radio, print, website, blogs, Twitter, Facebook and others and for video and photo sharing sites. Feeding social media has become a newsroom imperative “tweet or be sacked” was the warning issued at the BBC World News (Cherubini, 2011 (​https:​/​​/​learning.oreilly.com​/​library​/​view​/​Disaster+Communications+in+a+Changing+Media+World,+2nd+Edition​/​9780124078680​/​xhtml​/​CHP003.html" \l "BIB5​)). For some news operations, the mantra could be “Tweet or die,” because only online and through social media are the news audiences growing according to Pew. To survive and to be seen and heard, news operations and journalists must be online and connected to social media, and to what was once just their audience, is now their partners in reporting, writing, editing, and distributing the news.

Hiring a social media editor was the first step old media took toward integrating the use of social media into their operations. In 2009, newsrooms started hiring social media editors. In early 2012, 100 news organizations around the country had designated social media editors according to Sree Sreenivasan the chief digital officer for Columbia University and a professor of digital media at its Graduate School of Journalism. One year later, in early 2013, that number stood at 184 (Pew, 2013).

At some news organizations, the social media editor role is one based largely in strategy, product development, staying on top of emerging social networks and technologies, evangelization, and training. In other cases, the “social media editor” is manually running a newsroom’s branded social media accounts alone or as part of a small team (Horan, 2013, Mitchell & Page, 2014).
For example at the Associated Press (AP), the team according to social media editor Lauren McCullough, “looks for articles, tips and eyewitness reports to complement the work being done by AP reporters when news breaks, maintains AP accounts on Facebook and Twitter and other social media and trains reporters in how to use social networks in their journalism”(Gleason, 2010 (​https:​/​​/​learning.oreilly.com​/​library​/​view​/​Disaster+Communications+in+a+Changing+Media+World,+2nd+Edition​/​9780124078680​/​xhtml​/​CHP003.html" \l "BIB8​)). BBC’s social media director Chris Hamilton said his a big part of his job is on the social media side in terms of the output focus, which includes our three core Twitter accounts @bbcbreaking, @bbcworld, and @bbcnews as well as the BBC News presence on Facebook and Google+” (Zak, 2012 (​https:​/​​/​learning.oreilly.com​/​library​/​view​/​Disaster+Communications+in+a+Changing+Media+World,+2nd+Edition​/​9780124078680​/​xhtml​/​CHP003.html" \l "BIB26​)).

The research done by Anderson et al., (2012 (​https:​/​​/​learning.oreilly.com​/​library​/​view​/​Disaster+Communications+in+a+Changing+Media+World,+2nd+Edition​/​9780124078680​/​xhtml​/​CHP003.html" \l "BIB2​)) showed that the erosion of the old-media model has been accompanied by an increase in new opportunities and new needs for journalistically important work. According to a report from the Columbia Journalism School and the Tow Center for Digital Journalism, “The journalist has not been replaced but displaced, moved higher up the editorial chain from the production of initial observations to a role that emphasizes verification and interpretation, bringing sense to the streams of text, audio, photos and video produced by the public” (Anderson et al., 2012 (​https:​/​​/​learning.oreilly.com​/​library​/​view​/​Disaster+Communications+in+a+Changing+Media+World,+2nd+Edition​/​9780124078680​/​xhtml​/​CHP003.html" \l "BIB2​)).

The art of information gathering, analysis, and dissemination has arguably been strengthened by social media over the last several years, and given rise and importance to a new role: the journalistic curator. As Josh Sternberg explained on Mashable, “These reporters are not on the frontlines, covering a particular beat or industry, or filing a story themselves, but they are responding to a reader need
Accodinfg to Grabowicz, (2013 (​https:​/​​/​learning.oreilly.com​/​library​/​view​/​Disaster+Communications+in+a+Changing+Media+World,+2nd+Edition​/​9780124078680​/​xhtml​/​CHP003.html" \l "BIB9​)) Another impact of social media on traditional media are in the  Newsrooms, which  use social media to communicate directly with the communities they cover, to engage with audiences, and to create a conversation around the news. This engagement is part of a deliberate strategy, as with the The Washington Post’s Ortenzi’s job, to “make social media part of the story from the beginning sourcing, spreading, engagement.” Social media allows reporters to talk and listening to the public.

Reporters engage by responding to comments on the website, through their blogs, and conversing with their Twitter followers or through their Facebook page. Facebook research shows that posts eliciting the most comments on news organization pages include simple, direct questions; touching and emotional stories; and provocative questions. Many news media have found that the volume of reader comments on a story posted on Facebook can exceed comments posted on the news organization’s website (Grabowicz, 2013 (​https:​/​​/​learning.oreilly.com​/​library​/​view​/​Disaster+Communications+in+a+Changing+Media+World,+2nd+Edition​/​9780124078680​/​xhtml​/​CHP003.html" \l "BIB9​)).
2.6 The Theories Framework
2.6.1 Uses and Gratification
In order to find out the impact of social media on traditional media in Tanzania, a case of TSN and MCL this study employed Uses and gratification theory by Katz et al, (1999). Uses and gratification theory is one of many communications theories that help to explain human’s relationship with mass media. Elihu Katz, Jay Blumler, and Michael Gurevitch (1999) introduced the uses and gratifications approach to media, leading to a movement of studies on how people choose and use media and the ways in which they become dependent on media. The main idea is that people turn to media to assist them in fulfilling certain needs that used to be filled by just talk to other people. Specifically there are five distinct categories of needs fulfilled by media: cognitive, affective, personal integrative, social integrative and tension-free needs. These categories are a little complicated so it might help to go through them in detail. Cognitive needs: People use media sources both analogy and digital to learn about news and to stay updated with current issues. They also watch media to educate themselves about specific topics.

This theory resemble to the current study since the theory shows various type of social media thus includes Instagram, you tubes, Facebook, WhatsApp, web and twitter which used by people to communicate in the modern digital world.
Due to an increase of the above social media such as Instagram, YouTube, Facebook, WhatsApp, web and twitter people have an aversion to use traditional media since their more cost full than social media.

2.6.2 Signaling Theory
This study also used Signaling Theory by Donath, Karahalios and Viegas, (1999). Signaling theory, Donath (2007) also shows “why certain sig​nals are reliable and others are not. For a signal to be reliable, the costs of deceptively producing the signal must outweigh the benefits.” Within signalling theory there are two types of signals. Assessment signals are artefacts that have an inher​ent and natural relationship with some character​istic with which they are associated. 
For example, an animal that has very large horns, for example, must be strong; strength is required to support large, heavy horns. It would be impossible to support very heavy horns without being strong, that is, to deceive about one’s strength using such horns; one could not falsely bear heavy horns if one did not actually possess the strength to do so. Conventional signals, on the other hand, bear socially determined symbolic relationships with their referents. Verbal claims about the possession of some attribute such as strength may be conven​tionally understood in terms of the intention of the claim, but ultimately, conventional signals are not as trustworthy as assessment signals. Conventional signals cost little to manufacture or construct, and they are therefore less trustworthy.

Text-based online discussions, Donath (1999) proposed, are dominated by conventional signals since such discussions are composed only of ver​bal statements. Because self-descriptive claims can easily be faked through verbal discourse, she argues, there is (rightfully) considerable wariness about whether online discussants can be trusted entirely to be who they say they are.










This researcher used apply descriptive research technique base on an historical, mixed qualitative and quantitative approach. Descriptive research design in communication enable the researcher to identify characteristics of the particular group or category of people that the researcher believe will be unique to the specific population (Merigan & Huston, 2009. Descriptive study design includes fact findings enquired to fulfil different study objectives (Lawrence, Frey, Paul & Gary, 2000). This study used both   quantitative and qualitative approach. The combination of quantitative and qualitative approaches provided clear understanding of the phenomenon of this study. While a quantitative approach provides a high level of measurement precision and statistical power, a qualitative approach provides greater depth of information about how people perceive events in the context of the actual situations in which they occur (Lawrence, Frey, Paul & Gary, 1991, p. 99).  Qualitative covers issues in great depth and detail, allow the interaction with research subjects, avoid prejudgments and provide data collection based on experiences (Creswell, (2014).). It is also flexible and creates openness during research.  
3.2 Area of the Study
The area of study based on Tanzania Standard Newspapers Limited, which is in Temeke District, and Mwananchi Communication Limited which are in Ilala, Dar es Salaam. The study included both traditional and new media within 10 years when new media (social media) came to blast-off. 

3.3 Study Population
Hill, Dean, & Murphy (2013) define population as the number of people on the selected area of study that encounter various outcomes both positive and negative. The Total population of the study was seven print media houses in Tanzania, namely, Guardian, Free Media, Business Times, Mtanzania Limited, Uhuru publications Limited, Kiongozi and Upendo Publications. Also the study used a total of 650 respondents who are social network users from TSN and MCL.




Sources; TSN and MCL, 2019


3.4 Sample Size 
The sample size of this study was 250 respondents selected randomly from two media houses: Tanzania standards Newspapers, the government-owned and oldest media company in Tanzania and Mwananchi Communication Limited, a private and modern Media house in Tanzania. The study assessed how these traditional media house adopted new media to cope with digital technology. The study analyzed the mainstream media such as Daily news, HabariLeo, Mwananchi, the Citizen and Sports newspapers which are Sportleo and Sport which owned by Mwananchi. 

3.5 Sampling Procedure
The research used a purposive and simple randomly sampling procedure to select key informants and media outlets which used to find out the impact of new media on traditional media. The purpose of using key informant interviews is to collect information from reliable source, particularly the head of company to get information about the impact of new media on traditional media. Purposive sampling was used to select specific media outlet such as sport newspaper and mainstream newspaper to find out how they function traditionally and Appling new media at the same time. Simple randomly sampling used to pin point variety of respondents from different source of information. Sampling procedure is the deliberate choice of an informant due to the qualities the informant possesses (Wimmer, & Dominick, 2011).
3.6 Data Collection
The study used primary data to assess the impact of social media on Traditional Media. Kumar (2011; Merrigan, & Huston, 2009) described primary data, as the process of gathering data that do not actually exist until or unless it is generated through the research process. The primary data for this study was obtained through questionnaire and interview tools to obtain information about the impact of social media on traditional media. 
3.7 Research Instruments
This study had used interview to obtain information from key informants TSN and MCL Managing editors and questionnaire to obtain information from newspaper’s readers about the impact or new media on traditional media.
3.7.1 Interviews
The study had used interviews to obtain information from key informants about the impact of social media on traditional media in Tanzania, particularly TSN and MCL. The face to face interview was conducted by using open ended questions to enable the researcher to gain knowledge from individual’s key informants about the impact of social media on traditional media.  Under this technique of data collection there is a direct contact between a researcher and respondents. The interviewer and respondent engage in oral questioning or discussion (Wimmer, & Dominick, 2011) Interview is suitable for this study as Denzin & Lincoln, (2005) said the purpose of the interview is to explore the views, experiences, beliefs or motivations of individuals on specific central theme. Interview method is very important and useful as it provides clear insights and enables the researcher to go deep into the subject matter of the topic by seeking first-hand information.  One of the advantages of this method is that face to face interview enabled a researcher to gather information rapidly Creswell, 2014; Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Merrigan, & Huston, 2009). In addition, the interview has enabled the researcher to collect detailed information about research questions.  Moreover, in this type of primary data collection researcher has direct control over the flow of process and chance to clarify certain issues during the process if needed (Wimmer, & Dominick, 2011).
3.7.2 Questionnaire
Saunders et al (2009) agrees that questionnaire is considered in general terms to include all techniques of data collection in which each person is asked to respond to the same set of question in a predetermined order. This study used structured questionnaire by using close-ended questionnaires to obtain information about the readers’ perception regarding the impact of social media on traditional media. The questionnaire was presented in written question and answer format. This technique enabled the researcher to distribute the questionnaire to groups of individuals (Kumar, 2011). The questionnaire was distributed through Google e-survey form which enables the researcher to send emails, and survey form to the individual Facebook accounts, Instagram and WhatsApp. Standardized questions were asked in a predetermined order (Wimmer and Dominick, 2011). Close-ended questions were used because they provide greater uniformity of response and are easily quantified. 
3.7.3 Data Analysis
Data analysis, according to Saunders (2009), is a process for collection and analysis of qualitative and quantitative data involving the following processing operations namely editing, coding, classification and tabulation, the analytical techniques into either quantitative or qualitative data analyses. This study used both qualitative and quantitative research methods in order to achieve research objectives. 
3.7.4 Qualitative Data Analysis
Qualitative data refers to non-numeric information such as interview transcripts, notes, video and audio recordings, images and text documents (Kumar, 2011). Since this study has used interview, the researcher used narrative analysis to reformulation of stories presented by respondents taking into account context of each case and different experiences of each respondent.  Data analysis took three steps as following:
Firstly, the researcher used NVivo, a software for qualitative data analysis to organizing and coding all variables used in this study such as type of foods, which advertised by various television, children food choice, teachers’ opinion and parents’ perceptions.  Secondly, the researcher identified themes and patterns and then interpreted it to get a clear meaning in order to know about their experiences, opinions, feelings and knowledge, and lastly, the researcher summarized the data and link it with research questions.
3.7.5. Quantitative Data Analysis
Quantitative methods examine the relationship between variables and can be delivered in a numerical format amenable to statistical analyses and standardized tests of significance, reliability, and validity (Berger, 2011; Creswell, 2009). Quantitative data analysis may include the calculation of frequencies of variables and differences between variables (Field, 2009). In this study, the researcher used quantitative methods to analyse   TSN and MCL reader’s perception on the impact of social media on traditional media.  The researcher used the Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) version 20 to code and summarizes the data in statistical format. Descriptive statistics was used to reduce the data for easier interpretation of frequency distributions (Cozby, 2007; Field, 2009). These measurements provided frequency distribution summaries by using tables, charts, histograms, graphs.
3.8 Validity and Reliability
3.8.1 Validity
The validity of the research will be shown in the context of the study following the participants involved. Thus this showed ways to solve issues by having full details. The validity of this research will depend on the information provided and therefore will explain where the information was found. The context of this research will be base TSN and MCL media houses therefore it will provide useful information on the role played by social media on enhancing public information, this will provide the real information what actually want to measure. Wimmer, & Dominick, (2011) believe that the validity refers to the extent to which a test measures what we want to measure.
 3.8.2 Reliability
The measurement of the data collected in the research field determined by the reliability of research tools that were used in this research, and therefore it showed the availability and reliability of data by using the tools of research. This involved the creating of concrete information on the analysis of the given study and so gives meaningful information about the case of study. Moreover, the reliability of the instrument refer to the degree to which the instruments is consistence to measure what is intended to measure (Wimmer, & Dominick, 2011)
3.9 Ethical Consideration
In this research, issues concerning to the ethical manner of research such as up to date permission, privacy, confidentiality and secrecy will be upheld. by Saunders (2009) found out that ethics is the norm of behaviour that guide proper choice about our manners and our interaction with others.




DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
4.1 Introduction
This chapter presents analysis, findings and interpretations of the data on the Impact of Social Media on traditional Mass Media in Tanzania: A case of TSN and MCL Media outlets.
4.2 To examine how TSN and MCL Incorporate Social Media to Traditional Media
The findings showed that TSN and MCL incorporated social media to traditional media by opening platforms, which were named according to respective media outlet. The findings show that the platforms were used as the grounds for people to access the information. 
Table 4.2.1 MCL Incorporate Social Media to Traditional Media
Traditional Media	Social Media	No of subscribers (000)=K
Mwananchi	Website (web wide)	1841










Sources; Mwananchi Communication Limited, 2019
The findings show that MCL started social media platforms in 2012, it opened different platforms which are www.Mwananchi.co.tz (​http:​/​​/​www.mwananchi.co.tz​) which 1,841K subscribers worldwide, this is the website used to search different information which are in Mwananchi newspaper, www.thecitizen.co.tz (​http:​/​​/​www.thecitizen.co.tz​) which has 2,634K subscribers, this is the website used to access the information in the citizen newspaper.  www.mwanaspoti.co.tz (​http:​/​​/​www.mwanaspoti.co.tz​)  which has 10,450K subscribers, this website distributes the information found in Mwanaspoti newspaper which specializes in sports only.

The findings show that the platforms include social media, which are www.instagram.com/Mwananchi_official (​http:​/​​/​www.instagram.com​/​mwananchi_official​) which has 284K followers, in this platform the readers share their views on what they read on Mwananchi newspaper, through this the management can get the feedback from the readers. www.twitter.com@Mwananchhave different iNews (​http:​/​​/​www.twitter.com@Mwananchhave different iNews​)  which has 288K followers, this platform allows the readers to post their views about the service provided by Mwananchi. The readers can view what is in the newspapers on the respective day. www.twitter.com@TheCitizenTZ (​http:​/​​/​www.twitter.com@TheCitizenTZ​) which has 107K followers, through this platform the readers can view the news stories found in the Citizen newspaper. www.twitter.com@MwanaspotiTZ (​http:​/​​/​www.twitter.com@MwanaspotiTZ​) which has 19.6 K followers, this platform gives room for the readers to tweet what they think of the service they get from Mwanaspoti newspaper. 
The findings show that MCL also has www.facebook.com/Mwananchi (​http:​/​​/​www.facebook.com​/​Mwananchi​) which has 1.4 Million likes, through this platform those who becomes friends can post their comments about the stories found in the newspaper, this platform allows the discussion of the readers who are friends, and the platform allows sharing of the stories. www.facebook.TheCitizen (​http:​/​​/​www.facebook.TheCitizen​) which has 417K likes, through this platform the readers can share what is written in the Citizen newspaper. www.facebook.com/MwanaSpoti (​http:​/​​/​www.facebook.com​/​MwanaSpoti​) which has 1.0 Million Likes, those who sees this platform benefit to see, comment and share the sport’s stories found in Mwanaspoti newspaper,  and www.youtube/MCLDigital (​http:​/​​/​www.youtube​/​MCLDigital​) which has 184,196 subscribers, through this platform the viewers can watch the videos about the stories found MCL newspapers.  

Table 4.2.2 TSN Incorporate Social Media to Traditional Media






Sources; Tanzania Standard News papers limited, 2019

The findings above show that TSN started to use social media in 2017 engage in the print media. TSN products include three newspapers; the Daily News, Habarileo ad Spotileo and last year introduced online service unit.  It opened different platforms which are https://twitter.com/dailynewstz (​https:​/​​/​twitter.com​/​dailynewstz​) which has 33.8K (​https:​/​​/​twitter.com​/​dailynewstz​/​followers​) followers, 2,293 likes, through this platform the readers can view and tweet their comments about the stories found in Daily News. https://web.facebook.com/dailynewstz?_rdc=1&_rdr (​https:​/​​/​web.facebook.com​/​dailynewstz?_rdc=1&_rdr​) which has 241,252 followers, 241,585 likes, this platform allows the interaction between those who share the stories found in Daily News; the interaction can be through comments. The http://plus.google.com/118431200680041104007 (​http:​/​​/​plus.google.com​/​118431200680041104007​) has 20 followers,https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whZWdPy1aoo (​https:​/​​/​www.youtube.com​/​watch?v=whZWdPy1aoo​) has 19K subscribers through this platform the subscribers can watch the videos of the stories written in Daily News. 
The findings revealed that TSN has https://twitter.com/Habarileo?lang=en (​https:​/​​/​twitter.com​/​habarileo?lang=en​) which has 38.7K followers, 290 likes through this platform the readers can see what is written in Habari Leo and tweet their comments. In https://web.facebook.com/Habarileo/?_rdc=1&_rdr (​https:​/​​/​web.facebook.com​/​habarileo​/​?_rdc=1&_rdr​) which has 423,364 followers, 421,500 likes the readers can share the stories and post their comments about what is written in the newspaper.   
4.3 To Examine the Strategy Used by TSN and MCL to Merge Social Media into Traditional Media Production
The findings showed that there are number of strategies used by TSN and MCL to enable newspapers to cope with the competition brought by digital technology in the media market. 
4.3.1 TSN Strategy
4.3.1.1 Treating Breaking News as Tips
The Findings showed that one of the strategies use by TSN and MCL is to treat all breaking news as a tips of stories for traditional newspapers. Prior application of social media breaking news such as accidents, official government announcement and unusual incidents were published on the front in the next day but now all breaking news are published in social media a  few minutes after the event occurred. 
The breaking news are use in social media such as WhatsApp, face book and online TV.  
Respondent from TSN said:    
Nowadays, the idea of having breaking news stories has gone because readers get the clues of most stories one day in advance. What we do for such stores is to treat them like any other tips for us. From there, we go deep into it by revealing some facts, which are not covered in social media platforms. For example, if it is an accident, then we don’t just say what happened but going further by explaining how it happened, the causes of the accident, who are involved in the accident and how many times do such accidents happened in the area.

The respondent from MCL said: We have changed writing style to enable print media to survival. We put breaking news on social media such as digital channel, twitter, facebook and instagram and write the same incident in details and published in the printed newspapers. Although readers would like to hear break news they also like to get enough information so they have to rely on printed newspapers to get such information.

4.3.1.2 Going Online
 Going online is another strategy used by TSN to cope with digital technology. This was revealed by Respondent II at TSN, who is the editor. he said, they embrace the idea of convergence where reporters are told not only to take notes but also to take video and audio materials that published into their online copy. They have employed Web Editor who is leading a newly introduced digital desk section which also manages their digital platforms such as facebook, twitter, instagram and web page. Respondent II said the following:
We have our online publication that our readers can pay a visit, get some hints of our coming big stories, and can access the copies of our past publications. We are also using our online site to break the news that we are going to report deeply in our hardcopy issue and sometimes we air online video clips of various events.

4.2.1.3 Sticking More to Media Ethics
Furthermore, Respondent II revealed that nowadays, they stick more to media ethics as this was also one of the strategies used to keep TSN in the market. Respondent II said:
We can’t get away from social media…instead we always stick to truth and not publish gossip with unfounded facts. If we start publishing stories basing on gossips, we have lost credibility. The only thing that keeps us going well in this hard situation of facing social media challenges is to stick more to our professional ethics.

4.3.1.4 Heavy Promotion, More Subscription
Respondent III, who is a sales and marketing personal, revealed that they invest heavily in promoting the product and also encouraging the customers to subscribe their newspaper. Respondent III said:
We have almost a non-stop campaign of encouraging people to opt for TSN newspaper. We also encourage our readers to subscribe in both our hardcopy and softcopy newspapers. This helps us keep our customers at our arms length, thus assure our survival in this turbulent situation.

Neverthe less, the findings showed that apart from doing necessary changes in the way they treat stories, MCL management have taken some costing measures that at the end, minimize prodcution costs and enable the newspaper to survive even if its sales target was not met. Respondent II, who is the editor, said these cost cutting measures are partly enabled by the introduction of digital technology, such as monitoring live coverage of the president’s official public rally aired by Tanzania Broadcasting Corporation TV (TBC1) when conducting official tours in upcountry regions instead of embeding their reporters and photographers for the events.
Again, gadgets like smartphones are used to record audio materials from the source, taking video and photographs and also wrting stories and send them instantly from the source with less costs compared to the past where such mission would require more than one person to accomplish, togethter with a powerful laptop and moderm for the internet purpose. Respondent II said this: 

We are benefitting from digital technology by improving our product (TSN newspaper) and at the same time minimize costs that we incured during the past, like that of sending crew of reporter and photographer to cover an event in upcountry region…nowadays, a single person can do both, thanks to digital technology and this help us survive in this era of digital technology. Otherwise, am sure our newspaper and even our rivals in the market would have suffered a lot especially in covering stories which are of interest to the nation but not attractive in the market. We are doing very fine at the moment only because we have found better ways how to cope with the challenges that comes with social media platforms.

4.3.1.5 Conduct Business Forums
Another strategy, according to Respondent II, was to conduct business forum events in various zones, with the aim of placing TSN close to its potential customers and also using same events to attract more adverts, especially from District Councils and other regional businesses. Respond II said:

These business forums have helped us a lot in creating new market for our product (TSN newspaper). Also, we have already stroke a number of deals that assures us of getting adverts from district councils and other companies found in zonal areas such as in Lake Zone.   
4.3.1.6 Stick More to Investigative and Special Reports
Respondent II revealed another strategy they use to assure their sustainability is to invest more in covering investigative and special report stories. He added that they also do more news analysis than previous as such articles are hardly found in digital platforms like Facebook. 
4.3.2 MCL Strategy
MCL newspaper is also active in finding strategies to cope with the challenges brought by social media platforms in this age of digital technology. The researcher interviewed editor, reporter and a marketing personal and both revealed their strategies that assure sustainability of MCL in this digital technology age.
4.3.2.1 Establishing Digital Desk
According to Respondent IV, who is the editor, MCL have established a digital desk team lead by a Web Editor. This team is the one responsible in posting breaking news and monitoring all what is going on in social media platforms and report to MCL digital platforms like twitter, facebook, instagram and website page.

4.3.3.2 Taking Breaking News as Tips
Respondent IV said that the other strategy they use is to treat all breaking news as tips to generate big and unique stories because digital platforms are hardly going beyond breaking news.
4.3.3.4 Using More Analytical and Investigative News
Respondent IV added that the other strategy they use is to shift their priority for front page stories from organized events like press conferences and public meetings to analytical news, special reports and investigative kind of stories. Respondent IV said:
Nowadays most of the big events are trending in social media platforms as earlier as one day before the newspaper goes to the market. To counter such challenges, we are now concentrating in producing special reports, news analysis and investigative stories. This has made our newspaper unique and continues to flourish.

4.3.3.5 Stick More to Media Professional Ethics
Respondent V, who is the senior journalist, revealed that the other strategy they use is to differentiate their contents with that of digital platforms by sticking more to media professional guidelines such as adhering to truth, accuracy and balancing. He said by doing so, they get assured of attracting more serious readers. An unconfirmed source from what rumor sites said are not supposed to be relied upon and instead, reporters should go beyond rumors and comes up with interesting news. Respondent V said:   
We know for sure that if we want to maintain our status in the market and sustain MCL newspaper, we must stick to presenting the truth, accurate and thoughtful information. So what we are doing to make sure we continue thriving is to insist on media ethics. Also, our policy requires that we should not publish story without making an essential balancing.
4.3.3.6 Subscription on Mobile Breaking News 
The findings showed that another strategy used to sustain MCL newspaper in the age of digital technology is to establish mobile breaking news program. Respondent VI, who is the market person of MCL, says they are now making a significant amount of money through breaking news program which they operate in joint venture with a Vodacom mobile company. Respondent VI said, “It is obvious that we can’t stop the influence of the social media in the media industry. Therefore, what we are doing is to chip into any opportunities available to boost our sales.”

4.4 Objective 3: To explore the impact of social media on TSN and MCL traditional media production
The findings show that social media has positive and negative impact for both TSN and MCL media productions.
4.4.1 Positive Impact of Social Media in TSN and MCL Media Productions
The findings show that both TSN and MCL have positive impact after started using social media. The findings indicated that these media organization has adopted new technology to transform newspaper into electronic form and use various social media channels such as twitter, face book, you tube, instagram and website.

“The findings released that new consumption habit have change drastically after the invasion of social media, we migrated to this trend because that is the new way of getting and disseminating information”.

The findings showed that application of social media enable both TSN and MCL to stay up-to-date with news and regular sharing current events.
The findings indicated that social media is very interactive and easily way of getting customers feedback about products and services. The findings indicate that social media open media platform for audience to discuss various issues. The findings showed that cost of news production for social media outlets are lower that hardcopy also its easier to prepare mistakes.
The findings show that both TSN and MCL declared that social media enable them to reach wide audience especially the youths.  In addition, the findings showed distributions of electronic newspaper is cheap and faster than circulation of hard copy of the newspapers.
The findings showed that application of social media has opened up new system of selling newspaper and adverts electronically. Those who use M-pesa to buy newspapers they receive M-paper while those use other phone network are using e-paper. 
4.4.2 Negative Impact of Social Media in TSN and MCL Media Productions
The findings show that Social Media has direct negative impact on hard copy newspaper’s circulation and adverts. The respondent from MCL said:
“Most of Tanzanian want shorter version of stories that area available online, and therefore, fewer will opt for in-depth analysis in the newspaper. Also in selling advertising space, it is relatively cheap to post an Advert on social media platforms, as compared to Newspapers’ rate cards.”

The findings indicated that fake news and dilution of content brought negative.  The finding revealed that social media affected media market business due to the decrease of newspaper speculation and advertisement space. The transformation of traditional media to social media has increase cost of applying news technology, hire and provide seminars for employees about social media. 

Transform the way work, change the entire system to media convergence that suit the need of generation that depend much on social/online media coverage, breaking the news alert, update it to fit social media platforms, transform to the more detailed story for website, make analysis for the newspaper.
The findings showed that social media provided journalism citizen, which rush on news events rather than news standard.  The findings showed that social media has created fake news and news manipulation that put credibility of the industry in jeopardy. In additional, social media provided this highly contributed to low readership habit among Tanzanians

4.5. Objective 4.  Readers perception on the impact of social media on traditional media in TSN and MCL
4.5.1 Demographic Attributes of Respondents
Demographic characteristics of respondents were collected because they provide key insights on the impact of social impact of social media on traditional media in TSN and MCL. These included gender, age, education and marital status.  The study sample had 250 respondents and data was collected through personal emails, Facebook and WhatsApp accounts. 
Out of 250 respondents, 163 equal to 65% were male and 87 (35%) were females. One hundred respondents equal to 40% were between the ages of 18 and 40 while 83 (33%) were age 41 to 50 and 68 respondent equivalent to 27% were above 50 years old. Out of 250 respondents 117 (47%) were first-degree holders, postgraduate were 50 (20%) secondary education were 40 (16%) diploma were 30 (12%) and certificate were 28 (11%).
All respondents showed there experience in using social network sites. The research findings showed that 80 respondents, which is equivalent to 32%  used social networks for three to five years, 70 (28%) for one to two years, 60 (24%) for more than five year and 40 (16%) have used social media less than one year as  indicated in figure 1.
Figure 1. Respondents experience in social media use
Sources: Primary data, 2019

The findings show that 64% of respondents spend 1-2 hours reading news from social network, 20% used 2-5 hours, 16% used 5-8 hours as indicated in figure 2.   
Figure 2.Time spent in reading news from social media

Sources: Primary data, 2019

In responding the question how many social media sites did individual respondent use to search news, 60% of respondent use 2-5 social network, 35% used 1-3 social network and 5% used more 5-10 social network to read news as shown in figure 3. 

Figure 3. Number for social media sites used to search news
Sources: Primary data, 2019
The findings showed that the most favourable social media is YouTube which as its watched with all respondents.  The findings indicated that all respondents used all social news outlets to read news. The findings indicated face book is second Facebook, twitter and WhatsApp as indicated. 

Figure 4. Favorable Social Media
Sources: Primary data, 2019
The findings showed that 100 respondents which is equal to preferred (40%) are using free social media outlets, 97 (39%) respondents used various mode of payment knows as e-paper or m-paper and 53 (21%))  use cash payment.
Figure 5. Favorable Social Media
Sources: Primary data, 2019

Table 1: Category of responses
	Category of responses		
Sentence	1.Strongly disagree 	2.Disagree 	3.Not sure	4. Agree	5. Strongly Agree
I use Smartphone to read news everyday					250 
I can use Smartphone to access news in form of text, visual and audio  					250
Since I started to get news via my Smartphone I stopped to buy newspapers 	30	50	0	50	120
I prefer to buy electronic newspapers rather than hard copy 	30	30		80	110
I buy hardcopy after reading news from social media	30	30		100	90
Sources: Primary data, 2019
As Table 1 shows, 250 respondents were asked to provide their opinion integration of social media into traditional media. The results showed that all respondents strongly agreed for 100% that they use their Smartphone to read news every day. The findings showed that all respondents strongly agreed that they could use their Smartphone to access news in form of text, visual and audio. In responding the question whether they stopped to buy newspapers since they had started to get news via Smartphone, 170 (68%) of respondents agreed while 80 (32%) disagreed because they still buying hard copies of newspapers. The findings showed that 190 (76) of respondents preferred to buy online newspapers while 60 respondents which is equivalent to 24% are still prefer hard copy. Similarly, 76% of respondents said they agreed that they bought hardcopy of newspapers after reading from social media and 24% disagreed.
Table 2: Positive Impact of Social Media on Traditional Media.
	Category of responses		
Sentence	1.Strongly disagree 	2.Disagree 	3. Not sure	4. Agree	5. Strongly Agree
Social media enable me to get breaking news					250
Social media enable me to get news, even if I don’t have money to buy newspapers	30	10		60	150
The use of social media help readers to create platform and discuss various issues from the media				20	230
Social media news is more attractive than news from hard copy of newspaper  	30			40	180
Sources: Primary data, 2019
As Table 2 shows, 250 respondents were asked to provide their opinion about positive impact of social media on traditional media. The findings showed that 100% of respondents agreed that social media enable them to get breaking news within one hour after the incidence occurred.  The findings revealed that 60% of respondents agreed that Social media enable us to get news, even if they do not have money to buy newspapers. Contrarily, 40% of respondents disagree and said news are in the hardcopy or e-paper, which they must buy to get reliable news. Research findings showed that all respondents strongly agreed that the use of social media help readers to create platform and discuss various issues from the media. 
Table 3. Negative Impact of Social Media on Traditional Media
	Category of responses		
Sentence	1.Strongly disagree 	2.Disagree 	3. Not sure	4. Agree	5. Strongly Agree
The use of social media has reduced number of hardcopy newspapers				50	200
News from social media are not reliable because of manipulation and fake news.				40	210
The use of social media reduce reading habit among newspaper readers	30	20	100	60	40
The use of social media reduced availability of news diversity 	20	35	80	15	100
The use of social media reduce number of investigate news	0	0	60	90	100
Sources: Primary data, 2019
As Table 3 shows, 250 respondents were asked to provide their opinion about negative impact of social media on traditional media. The findings showed that 100% of respondents had agreed that social media has reduced number of mainstream newspaper’s circulation. The findings demonstrated that 100% of respondents agreed that news from social media are not reliable because of manipulation and fake news.
The findings showed that 80% of respondents agreed that social media reduce reading habit among newspaper readers but 20% of respondents disagreed. 








DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents discussions of the findings from the study based on the research questions and objectives. 
5.2 Discussions
The discussion base on four specific objectives: To examine how TSN and MCL Incorporate Social Media to Traditional Media; To Examine the Strategy Used by TSN and MCL to Merge Social Media into Traditional Media Production; to explore the impact of social media on TSN and MCL Traditional Media Production and lastly, to investigate Readers perception on the impact of social media on traditional media in TSN and MCL. 
5.2.1 How TSN and MCL Incorporate Social Media to Traditional Media
The findings show that MCL started social media platforms in 2012, it opened different platforms which are www.Mwananchi.co.tz (​http:​/​​/​www.mwananchi.co.tz​) which 1,841K subscribers worldwide, this is the website used to search different information which are in Mwananchi newspaper, www.thecitizen.co.tz (​http:​/​​/​www.thecitizen.co.tz​) which has 2,634K subscribers, and this is the website used to access the information in the citizen newspaper.  www.mwanaspoti.co.tz (​http:​/​​/​www.mwanaspoti.co.tz​)  which has 10,450K subscribers, this website distributes the information found in Mwanaspoti newspaper which specializes in sports only.
These findings are consistent with previous theoretical and empirical studies, which showed that internet technologies are believed to have revolutionized mass communication highly more than the previous media technologies (Albarran 2009; Manovich 2001). Initially Internet facilitated the establishment of static websites whereby through a search engine like Google, Yahoo and AltaVista, online users got any type of information. At that juncture, as put by Albarran (2009), old media firms rushed in and established their websites for their prints and broadcast products
The findings show that the platforms include social media which are www.instagram.com/Mwananchi_official (​http:​/​​/​www.instagram.com​/​mwananchi_official​) which has 284K followers, in this platform the readers share their views on what they read on Mwananchi newspaper, through this the management can get the feedback from the readers. www.twitter.com@Mwananchhave different iNews  which has 288K followers, this platform allows the readers to post their views about the service provided by Mwananchi. The readers can view what is in the newspapers on the respective day. www.twitter.com@TheCitizenTZ (​http:​/​​/​www.twitter.com@TheCitizenTZ​) which has 107K followers, through this platform the readers can view the news stories found in the Citizen newspaper. www.twitter.com@MwanaspotiTZ (​http:​/​​/​www.twitter.com@MwanaspotiTZ​) which has 19.6 K followers, this platform gives room for the readers to tweet what they think of the service they get from Mwanaspoti newspaper. 
This corresponding to what Ravi, 2011 and Baer, & Amber (2011) said  Social media, 24/7 news, and a globally interconnected world have banded together like a hyperactive street gang to reduce our decision-making cycle to the point where it often wholly evaporates.Social media genres offer forums for any organization to collaborate with. If the history of technology innovation is any guide, the next phase of industry growth may come from the markets and industries that adopt social media in their daily operations. This idea is expressed and supported by Cha et al. (2012) who believe that in the mass communication industry, “mass media’s evolutionary path too, seems to be pointing to this direction”. 
The findings showed that TSN opened different platforms which are https://twitter.com/dailynewstz (​https:​/​​/​twitter.com​/​dailynewstz​) which has 33.8K (​https:​/​​/​twitter.com​/​dailynewstz​/​followers​) followers, 2,293 likes, through this platform the readers can view and tweet their comments about the stories found in Daily News. https://web.facebook.com/dailynewstz?_rdc=1&_rdr (​https:​/​​/​web.facebook.com​/​dailynewstz?_rdc=1&_rdr​) which has 241,252 followers, 241,585 likes, this platform allows the interaction between those who share the stories found in Daily News; the interaction can be through comments.
The findings demonstrated that media users are comparing media on important issues through search engines, recommendations, video on demand, interactive program guides, news feeds, and niche sites. In addition, users are reportedly using these conversation tools to share interests and mobilize around issues (Cherubini, 2011 (​https:​/​​/​learning.oreilly.com​/​library​/​view​/​Disaster+Communications+in+a+Changing+Media+World,+2nd+Edition​/​9780124078680​/​xhtml​/​CHP003.html" \l "BIB5​)). For some news operations, the mantra could be “Tweet or die,” because only online and through social media are the news audiences growing according to Pew (2013).
This indicates that online digital tools for making and sharing media have opened up new opportunities for civic engagement even at the grassroots’ thus earning another term -democratic media. News that are collaboratively created, are gaining importance as they are becoming part of electronic conversation where users are sharing, ranking, tagging, and reposting. They are also juxtaposing, and critiquing content on a variety of platforms - from personal blogs to open video sharing sites to social network profile pages and others (Cohen 2009). 
These findings are supported by Pew (2013) how said for traditional media to survive and to be seen and heard, news operations and journalists must be online and connected to social media, and to what was once just their audience, is now their partners in reporting, writing, editing, and distributing the news.
The public can now consume news and information on multiple platforms and immediately as it happens. Our demand to know what is happening in the news, now, makes it crucial for news outlets to post on social media but it is not always the official source that gets to the news first. As we’ve seen with live events (sports and entertainment), natural disasters and political announcements, social media platforms such as Twitter and Facebook allow the public to contribute to and control the news, reaching a tuned-in audience in real-time, often faster than any traditional news outlet has time to publish a story.
Thehttp://plus.google.com/118431200680041104007 (​http:​/​​/​plus.google.com​/​118431200680041104007​) has 20K followers, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whZWdPy1aoo (​https:​/​​/​www.youtube.com​/​watch?v=whZWdPy1aoo​) has 19K subscribers through this platform the subscribers can watch the videos of the stories written in Daily News.
This is supported by literature as it says that social media are said to be more interactive, provide non-hierarchical communication environments, and bring about the breakdown of power and allied knowledge structures (Grabowicz, (2013 (​https:​/​​/​learning.oreilly.com​/​library​/​view​/​Disaster+Communications+in+a+Changing+Media+World,+2nd+Edition​/​9780124078680​/​xhtml​/​CHP003.html" \l "BIB9​)) Another impact of social media on traditional media are in the  Newsrooms, which  use social media to communicate directly with the communities they cover, to engage with audiences, and to create a conversation around the news. Social media is facilitating both the media professionals and the amateurs to pass on messages to large audiences just like the traditional forms of mass communication have been doing.
5.2.2 TSN and MCL Strategy to Merge Social Media into Traditional Media Production
The Findings showed that one of the strategies use by TSN and MCL is to treat all breaking news as a tip of stories for traditional newspapers. Prior application of social media breaking news such as accidents, official government announcement and unusual incidents were published on the front in the next day but now all breaking news are published in social media a few minutes after the event occurred. The breaking news use in social media such as WhatsApp, face book and online TV. This is seen in the way individuals using mobile phones or computers are now accessing media products unimpeded by time or space. The common family time, whereby all eyes were glued to the TV screen for news and other programs, seem to be over. In addition, these emerging information and communication technologies (ICTs), have the capacity to blur the lines between production, distribution and consumption of media content (MacQuail 2005; Stein, Partemo and Burnet 2006).
The findings show that going online is another strategy used by TSN to cope with digital technology. The findings show that they embrace the idea of convergence where reporters are told not only to take notes but also to take video and audio materials that will be published into their online copy. 
Literatures support the findings that users are possibly adopting a variety of new roles along the chain of media creation, processing and distribution - for example from providing targeted funds for production or investigation, to posting widgets that showcase content on their own sites (Boyd, 2007). They are also said to be organizing online and offline events related to media projects and mobilizing around related issues through online tools, such as petitions and letters to policymakers.
In this way, “Crowd sourced” journalism projects may in future invite audience participants as investigators, tipsters, and editors in the traditional media, These changes in media habits are said to be fuelling a clutch of exciting new trends, each of which offers tools, platforms, or practices of enormous possibility for public media. These virtual interactive communication platforms (VICOPs) can probably bring about new communication structures in the traditional mass media as supported by (Boyd, 2007).. 
5.2.3 The Impact of Social Media on TSN and MCL Traditional Media Production
The findings show that both TSN and MCL have positive impact after started using social media. The findings indicated that these media organization has adopted new technology to transform newspaper into electronic form and use various social media channels such as twitter, face book, YouTube, Instagram and Website.
As the text says there are many ways that social media has enhanced traditional media, and in fact the two go hand-in-hand now. While you’re coming up with your traditional media strategies for your brand, consider how social media can be incorporated in order for a more creative and ultimately successful campaign, and keep a finger on the pulse of the changing media industry and how social plays into it.
Globally, social media platform is among the most popular media services in accessing public information. The use of social media has become widely recognized by people of all ages and geographical location (Cherubini, 2011 (​https:​/​​/​learning.oreilly.com​/​library​/​view​/​Disaster+Communications+in+a+Changing+Media+World,+2nd+Edition​/​9780124078680​/​xhtml​/​CHP003.html" \l "BIB5​)). People rely on the internet as a source of information, and as a way of getting fast information Horan,2013;Jain, 2013 and Zak, 2012).
The Digital media sounds are converted (encoded) into electronic signals (represented as varied combinations of binary numbers ones and zeros) that are then reassembled (decoded) as a precise reproduction of, say, a TV picture, a magazine article, a song, or a telephone voice. On the Internet, various images, texts, and sounds are all digitally reproduced and transmitted globally
The findings showed that application of social media enable both TSN and MCL to stay up-to-date with news and regular sharing current events. The findings indicated that social media is very interactive and easily way of getting customers feedback about products and services. The findings indicate that social media open media platform for audience to discuss various issues. The findings showed that cost of news production for social media outlets are lower that hardcopy also its easier to prepare mistakes.
Aaccording to Vogel et al (2014) users are comparing media on important issues through search engines, recommendations, video on demand, interactive program guides, news feeds, and niche sites. In addition, users are reportedly using these conversation tools to share interests and mobilize around issues. This indicates that online digital tools for making and sharing media have opened up new opportunities for civic engagement even at the grassroots’ thus earning another term -democratic media.
The findings show that social Media has direct negative impact on hard copy newspaper’s circulation and adverts. This is inline as the literature says that traditional news media today are facing new challenges; new competitors; new demands, and, new expectations and opportunities due to the advancement in information gathering, processing and dissemination technologies. Print media houses in Tanzania which is a major player in the Tanzanian mass media industry are also facing the same challenges. These results are similarly with  the Pew Research Center’s  (2013 (​https:​/​​/​learning.oreilly.com​/​library​/​view​/​Disaster+Communications+in+a+Changing+Media+World,+2nd+Edition​/​9780124078680​/​xhtml​/​CHP003.html" \l "BIB19​)), which showed that newsroom employment is down 30 percent since 2000 and has dropped below 40,000 people for the first time since 1978.
Since listeners can curate their own news feeds by following specific Twitter handles and Facebook/Instagram accounts, this specified access to immediate news and headlines makes it both more difficult for news outlets to reach a large audience and easier for consumers to digest the news they want. And given this immediate access to headlines and breaking news, our attention span has gotten smaller and smaller, so small, bite sized content is crucial for brands and outlets to capture their audiences. And now that Facebook and instagram are delivering content based on algorithms that match consumers’ interests, it’s becoming a bit more difficult for brands and news outlets to guarantee that they will reach their audiences.
The findings indicated that fake news and dilution of content brought negative.  The finding revealed that social media affected media market business due to the decrease of newspaper speculation and advertisement space. The transformation of traditional media to social media has increase cost of applying news technology, hire and provide seminars for employees about social media.
This is supported by the texts that social media has equally brought about some fears not just to the mass media industry, but also to the society as a whole. The free exchange of ideas at mass scale between users of the social media tools seems to be threatening the traditional media business model. It is worth noting that traditional media and the governments have been controlling public communication for a long time. These findings are supported by Signaling theory (Donath (2007), shows “why certain sig​nals are reliable and others are not. For a signal to be reliable, the costs of deceptively producing the signal must outweigh the benefits
5.2.4 Readers perception on the impact of social media on traditional media inTSN and MCL
This objective sought to examine public perception about integration of social media on traditional media and its impact.  The findings consistent with previous research showing that Smartphone has become part of mass communication, readers can access everything like videos, sounds, texts from Smartphone (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010).
The findings showed that Out of 250 respondents, 163 equal to 65% were male and 87 (35%) were females. This means that women are still behind in term of accessing news from media. This result is similarly to the study of Jackson, et al. (2001) who revealed that there is a still gap between the male and female groups. It is always expected from females to be in a limited space but with the advent of new media, it seems that the scenario is changing today. The impact of new media has been witnessed in recent years, with online platforms becoming increasingly powerful mechanisms for mobilizing popular support (Amar, Balasaheb, Pratapsingh, 2010). The findings showed that 73 of respondents are below 50 years old and they prefer using social media than traditional media. This result is similarly with the study of  Campbell,  Martin, & Fabos,  (2014)who said traditional newspaper readership continues to decline as young readers embrace social media, blogs, and their Smartphone. 

Research findings showed that all respondents strongly agreed that the use of social media helped readers to create platform and discuss various issues from the media. However, the findings show that readers are not satisfied with information produced by social media, at the same time investigation and serious reporting in the mainstream is decreasing.  This finding is consists with previous studies, which showed that  Kilimwiko, (2009), Nyamnjoh, (2005) that private media growth in a liberal free market that posed a new threat that hinders citizens’ access to useful information.  Serious reporting is difficult to sustain in a competitive media market where profits come from the shallow and sensational.   In these cases, the media can end up actually contributing to public cynicism and democratic decay. Due to the development of social media the majority of journalists work under considerable marketplace pressure to sacrifice quality journalism for “infotainment,” therefore restricting freedom of expression and information.











SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Introduction
This chapter provides for the summary, conclusions of the findings and recommendations based on four specific objective of the  study: to examine how TSN and MCL Incorporate Social Media to Traditional Media; to Examine the Strategy Used by TSN and MCL to Merge Social Media into Traditional  Media Production; to explore the impact of social media on TSN and MCL Traditional Media Production and lastly, to investigate Readers perception on the impact of social media on traditional media in TSN and MCL.

6.2 General Summary
The aim of this study was to investigate the impact of social media on traditional media in Tanzania, particular TSN and MCL. The study had used two theories, which are uses of gratification and signalling theory. The review of literature and related literature included general overview about the traditional and social media and its impact to the mass communication field. 
The study used descriptive research design based on qualitative research method. The researcher used questionnaires, interview and observation research tools to collect data from both TSN and MCL. The findings showed that both TSN and MCL had adopted news technology to merge social media and tradition media.  
Both TSN and MCL incorporated social media to traditional media by electronic media outlet such as You tube, Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, and web which provided electronic newspapers known as e-paper or m-paper.  Also both newspapers introduce e-rate stickers for selling advert online. Social media enforced print media houses to establish online desk in order incorporate social media and improve news production, which form netizen.

6.3 Conclusion
Generally, the research finding showed that both TSN and MCL incorporated social media to traditional media by introducing electronic media outlet such as You Tube, Facebook, Instagram and WhatsApp. In addition, they used website to establish electronic newspapers known as e-paper or m-paper.  
Both TSN and MCL had used various strategies to ensure sustainability of traditional newspapers in the stiff competition brought by digital technology in the media market. The strategy included introducing online media to support the newspapers, to treat breaking news as tips of stories for traditional newspapers and developed it detail in order to influence readers to buy and read full incidence in the hardcopy of newspapers. Another strategy was sticking more to media ethics in order to make hard copy of newspaper more reliable than social media.

The findings showed that social media have positive impact on traditional media because it is very interactive and easily way of getting customers feedback about products and services of traditional media.  The findings indicate that social media open media platform for audience to discuss various issues and provided feedback to the sender, which enhanced traditional media. In other side, the findings showed that social media has negative impact on traditional media its affecting media market business due to the decrease of newspaper speculation and advertisement space. The findings showed that newspaper readers had shifted from analogy to the digital society as all of 250 respondents said they are using Smartphone to read news every day. The findings revealed that 60% of respondents agreed that Social media enable them to get news, even if they do not have money to buy newspapers.

6.4 Recommendations
This study recommends that all media professionals be trained on how to reach and establish two-way communication with their audiences using social media news outlets.   It is further suggested that media personals should consider social media as a tools that enhancing old media and not as rivals.  Since all respondents preferred to get news in details TSN and MCL might introduces e-paper for different price and affordable to enable youths to buy e-paper or m-paper. 
This study also recommends that a course on Internet and social media be established in the mass media training centres to train upcoming journalist on how to cope in the convergence arena. Moreover, the study also revealed media audiences will seek their gratifications(Lee, Ma, 2012). This study thus recommends that mainstream media come up with more ways of encouraging audience participation in their programming.
6.5 Suggestions for Further Research
1.	Since the findings revealed that TSN and MCL had introduced e-paper and m-paper, further research might focus on comparative analysis between printed newspaper and electronic newspapers (hardcopy vs e-paper).
1.	This study was limited to only two media houses, therefore the researcher recommends that other researchers have to widen their scope of study and include traditional electronic media such as ITV and TBC.
1.	Further study should investigate if readers are willing to buy a specific news they want instead of the whole e-paper. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUDENTS AT OPEN UNIVERSITY OF TANZANIA
Dear Sir/Madam
My name is Irene, a student pursuing a postgraduate of Mass Communication at the Open University of Tanzania (OUT) the research proposal is part of my course for the fulfilment of the award of masters Degree of Mass Communication .You are kindly requested to respond to these questionnaires to help me to accomplish the study topic of “THE IMPACT OF SOCIAL MEDIA ON TRADITIONAL MEDIA IN TANZANIA, A CASE OF TSN AND MCL”.








SECTION A [GENERAL INFORMATION]
Please tick (√) your appropriate choice in the boxes provided.




21 – 30……	  31 – 35…..  36 – 40………….. 	
41 – 45…....   	      46 – 50………     	Above 50………..
	
1.	Level of education
Secondary education…….Certificate…….   Diploma……..       Bachelor….      Postgraduate…..  
4. How long have you been using social networking sites? 
a) Less than 6 months 
b)  6 month-1 year 	
c)  1 yr-5 years 
d)  More than 5 years 

5. How many hours do you spend on social networks daily? 
a) 1-2 hours 
b) 2-5 hours 	
4) 8 hours 
 5) More than 8 hours 
6. How many social networking websites do you use? 
a)  1-3 




Please tick or circle your most appropriate answer to the following questions.
1. Which of the following social media do you mostly use to read news?
(a) You tube (b) WhatsApp (c) Facebook (d) Twitter (e) All of the above (f) none of them
2. Which kind type of payment service do you use to get news from newspapers? 











Put a tick (√) to indicate your degree of agreement/disagreement with the following statements under each table
	Category of responses		
Sentence	1.Strongly disagree 	2.Disagree 	3. Not sure	4. Agree	5. Strongly Agree
I use Smartphone to read news everyday					
I can use Smartphone to access news in form of text, visual and audio  					
Since I started to get news via my Smartphone I stopped to buy newspapers 					
I prefer to buy electronic newspapers rather than hard copy 					









1.	Positive impacts of social media on traditional media
	Category of responses		
Sentence	1.Strongly disagree 	2.Disagree 	3. Not sure	4. Agree	5. Strongly Agree
Social media enable me to get breaking news					
Social media enable me to get news, even if I don’t have money to buy newspapers					
The use of social media help readers to create platform and discuss various issues from the media					





1.	Negative impacts of social media on interpersonal communication relationships amongst couples
	Category of responses		
Sentence	1.Strongly disagree 	2.Disagree 	3. Not sure	4. Agree	5. Strongly Agree
The use of social media has reduced number of hardcopy newspapers					
News from social media are not reliable because of manipulation and fake news.					
The use of social media reduce reading habit among newspaper readers					
The use of social media reduced availability of news diversity 					
The use of social media reduce number of investigate news					
































